Accident Prevention

Avoiding Back Injuries
INTO MORE CLEARING AND MORE TREE REMOVALS?

STEP UP TO A MODEL 1400 TREE BANDIT

- Plenty of capacity – 14" diameter
- Plenty of power – 200-HP
- Easy to move and maneuver – towable with a 1-ton, weighs 17,200 lbs.
- Compact enough to work street side
- Eliminate labor – feed trees with the loader
- Available with or without operator's cab

OR STEP UP TO THE TREES WITH A MODEL 1400 TRACK BANDIT

- Eliminate the need to skid or forward the trees
- Ideal for lot clearing – right-of-way widening and clearing
- Powerful undercarriage – good clearance and flotation with the Cat E70B undercarriage

Bandit also offers 19" capacity towable or self-propelled whole tree chippers.

Call or write today for additional information and/or a demonstration.

BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.

6750 Millbrook Road • Remus, MI 49340
Phone: (517) 561-2270 • Fax: (517) 561-2273
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COVER PHOTO:
The cost of workers compensation insurance is going out of sight. There are many reasons for this, ranging from state insurance regulations to the insured company’s performance. The situation is an abomination. Everybody blames everybody else for the problems, the costs and the aggravation. State legislatures say insurance carriers have deep pockets, so make them pay. The carriers say that state regulations make it impossible for them to do business and they have even refused to write workers compensation insurance in some states. Employers scream because their audits result in retroactive insurance costs that they have no way to recover, much less pay. They don’t understand why their rates are so high and their modifications so enormous. Insurance carriers say that a bad risk has to pay the price.

While we could argue about who is responsible, and why, forever, let’s spend our energy on solutions and causes, not symptoms. What can you do to reduce your workers compensation cost, or at least keep it from going higher?

The most obvious answer is to implement a safety program. Start by setting an example yourself. Always wear a hard hat on the job, eye and ear protection where appropriate, etc. Don’t hire accident-prone employees. You will be doing them, yourself and your customers a favor. The Americans with Disabilities Act does not allow you to require a pre-employment physical, but you can still get a Motor Vehicle Report. People with bad MVR’s tend to be workers comp cases waiting to happen.

Safety train all of your current employees. Training programs are available off the shelf from the National Arborist Association. Use NAA’s programs or use your own, but do something. Enforce compliance. Keep records of violations of safety procedures. Give a warning for the first offense, followed by suspension for the second and termination for the third. The longer you keep an unsafe person around, the greater the chances that a comp claim will be filed. Remember, accidents don’t happen; they are caused, generally, by unsafe acts.

Why do all of this? For starters, a good safety program will decrease accident frequency and, hopefully, severity. The result will be an ever improving modification to your rate. I know a tree service firm that reduced its modification from plus-50 to minus-20 in three years by implementing a safety program.

Comp rates are not going down. Only you can keep them under control.

Robert Felix, Publisher
IF YOU DON'T GO...

YOU WON'T KNOW.

It will all be in Baltimore in November at TCI EXPO'92; a trade show with more exhibits than you have ever seen in a tree care show before, a two track seminar program for managers and field personnel, demonstrations, free pesticide applicator recertification credits, ISA recertification credits, an ISA Certification test, and an opportunity to network with your peers from all over the country.

Baltimore is easy to get to by car, by plane or by train. There is shuttle bus service from the airport. Hotel rooms have been set aside in all price ranges. Parking is available directly across the street from the Convention Center. Dining and entertainment at Baltimore's Inner Harbor are within walking distance.

Plan to GO to TCI EXPO'92. Expand what you KNOW and your horizons as a tree care professional will GROW. Bring other members of your organization and save on registration costs.

Registration, hotel and travel information will be included with the September edition of TREE CARE INDUSTRY. Or, if you can't wait, call toll free at 1(800)733-2622.

November 19-21, 1992
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, Maryland
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Practicing tree rescue is a monthly requirement for Asplundh crew training.
accident reports with suggestions for prevention.

The original “Line Clearing Practices—Foreman’s Manual” evolved over the years into several more modern, expanded versions. The Foreman’s Manual currently in use throughout our operations addresses a variety of crew management issues, such as supervising people, training crew personnel, accident prevention, equipment inspection and maintenance, safety audit procedures and a host of other pertinent subjects.

The Asplundh Foreman’s Manual is the heart of our safety program, having been written from more than 60 years of experience in the line clearance industry. It goes farther, both in scope and detail, than Occupational Safety and Health Administration regulations and the ANSI Z133.1 Standard for Tree Pruning, Trimming, Repairing or Removal, thereby providing the greatest possible margin of safety for our employees without interfering with the efficiency of the work being performed.

Over the years, the expansion of Asplundh operations throughout the country resulted in the need to publish weekly safety meeting letters which are distributed with payroll checks. Our foremen use these letters for training their crew personnel to identify and deal properly with job-related hazards. In addition, the letters include important information relating to personal health and hygiene, requirements for the use of personal protective equipment, tool and equipment inspection procedures, tree/lift rescue procedures and other topics which specifically address the 20 different specialized services (i.e., utility construction, infrared inspection, pole treating, etc.) Asplundh provides.

Special bulletins are issued monthly to keep field personnel advised of tool-related hazards, near-miss accidents, accident trends and seasonal problems like heat stroke, heat exhaustion, poison ivy, Lyme disease and winter driving hazards. We also publish and distribute monthly to every crew a poster which depicts an accident-prone character named “Hap Hazard.” Seeing a picture of Hap’s unsafe acts helps to elevate the level of safety awareness among our field personnel. These posters, accompanied by an instructional letter, are displayed on each field unit to help maintain the awareness level until the next poster arrives.

In addition to these periodic communiques from the Safety Department, each new employee receives a copy of our safety instruction booklet entitled, “Protecting Your Life On The Job.” This pamphlet covers the basic types of accidents most commonly experienced in the line clearance industry, as well as their causes and means of prevention. Electrical hazards and company safety policies regarding work performed near conductors are also clearly defined. A new employee also receives an Employee Handbook which outlines company policies and procedures and contains safety-related information like a copy of the Occupational Safety and Health Act poster, “Job Safety and Health Protection.”

The importance of training

Asplundh foremen are responsible for the initial and ongoing training of employees and for all other aspects of crew management. They are guided in this endeavor by information contained in the Asplundh Foreman’s Manual. Part of this manual is devoted to assisting our foremen to develop a positive relationship with their people. We have found that the quality of a crew’s work, as well as their attitudes toward the job and the company, will be largely influenced by this relationship.

Because the foreman is a key player in crew management and gaining that position is one of the first steps in the advancement process, management skills are the focus of a special Foreman’s Manual Home Study Program that is offered to all crew personnel. This program helps to educate the employee on all aspects of corporate policies, procedures, regulations and/or practices contained in the Foreman’s Manual. Employees need to understand all of that information for their own safety and to help secure their advancement in the company.

Since Asplundh foremen are heavily involved in on-the-job training, we stress the importance of using a simple and effective four-step method in the development of new employees. Those steps are as follows:

1. In the beginning, the foreman provides the employee with some background on the importance of our work, our customers and how Asplundh wants to help the new employee develop the greatest possible interest in learning. Then they get to the specifics. The foreman explains what job element is to be learned, why it is important and what the hazards are. The trainee is then told where this particular skill fits into the total job and the steps involved in doing this task correctly and safely.

2. Eighty-five percent of learning comes from observation so the foreman demon-
Back Talk.

Back Talk.

The word is out. Work-related strain and injury can be managed. It's simply a matter of Allegro-nomics—ergonomic back-, wrist, knee, and elbow-support gear from Allegro Industries. We've got your employee-covered—on the shop floor, in the field, or sitting in front of a PC. Allegro-nomics products bear the strain of repetitive tasks: For fit and versatility, Maxbak® is the only back support of its kind offered with optional suspenders. Flexbak® encourages improved posture for all office workers. Maxrist® and Flexrist® help fight Carpal Tunnel Syndrome.

Don't take our word for it. Thousands of doctors and employees are talking Allegro-nomics—the name that means superior ergonomics at work.

We learned early on that our commitment to safety excellence would help prevent accidents ... and would ultimately save lives.

3. Next, the foreman asks the trainee to describe the method of doing the job element that is being taught. If the trainee's description is complete and correct, then the foreman observes and asks questions as the new employee does the work. The foreman corrects mistakes immediately, never giving poor technique a chance to become bad habit. Patience and encouragement during this step are necessary. Our foremen act as coaches for new trainees and let them know when the job is done right and how to make corrections when it is not.

4. When the foreman judges that the new employee has gained sufficient job knowledge and skill, the trainee will be allowed to work on his or her own. The foreman reduces close supervision, but checks frequently enough to make sure the trainee's actual work methods produce safe, high-quality and high-production work.

The general foreman connection

Asplundh general foremen are responsible for multi-crew operations and must work closely with customers to assure their satisfaction. They also are responsible for monitoring the crew foreman's progress in training employees and assuring the crew's compliance with company policies. The Safety Department has created a sophisticated auditing process for...
1982 Chevy Kodiak, 3208 CAT, 13 sp. tandem w/ '86 Big John 90AA tree spade. Little use. $39,500.

1976 Mack dsl. service truck, w/ winch. $14,500.

1987 Ford w/12' Chip Box, 32K miles, $17,500.

1980 Ford F800 crane & dump. 4 ton crane. $7900.

1983 Ford dsl., 5x2 w/ 8 ton crane, 56' boom. 28,500.

1985 Ford V8 (factory rebuilt) 5x2 w/ Aerial Lift AL-50 & chip body. Very clean. $29,500.

1987 Ford V8, 5x2, 11,000 miles w/JLG 10 ton crane. 65'boom & 29'jib=94' hook height. Very nice. $39,500.

1988 Chevy w/ Lift All 65'. 9400 miles. $49,500.

1987 Ford V8, 5x2 w/ LR50 & chip box. Nice. $37,000. 5 other gas and diesel LR50's in stock from $18,500.

1983 Ford dsl., 5x2 w/ 8 ton crane, 56' boom. 28,500.

1966 Ford F800 w/ Hiab log loader. $7900.

1985 Ford V8 (factory rebuilt) 5x2 w/ Aerial Lift AL-50 & chip body. Very clean. $29,500.

1987 Ford V8, 5x2, 11,000 miles w/JLG 10 ton crane. 65'boom & 29'jib=94' hook height. Very nice. $39,500.

1988 Chevy w/ Lift All 65'. 9400 miles. $49,500.

BIG Price Increase Coming!
Only 10 units in stock at these prices

Rayco Stump Grinders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>Lease* 48 Months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1620 Super Jr.</td>
<td>6995</td>
<td>$215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1635 ASA Diesel</td>
<td>12,995</td>
<td>$369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1635-A/SP: 35 H.P.</td>
<td>11,750</td>
<td>$345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1665-AC: 65 H.P.</td>
<td>14,995</td>
<td>$440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1670 DC: 80 H.P.</td>
<td>21,500</td>
<td>$625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydra Stumper: 240 H.P.</td>
<td>85,000</td>
<td>$2,344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Asplundh Whisper's

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>Lease* 48 Months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 cyl. Ford or Hercules gas w/ 12&quot;cutter head</td>
<td>10,900</td>
<td>$335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asplundh Chipmunk</td>
<td>9,500</td>
<td>$303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All lease purchases require 2 payments down. $1.00 buy-out with approved credit. Other lease plans available. Used Asplundh & Morbark chippers and Rayco stump grinders available.

Introducing

Rayco Mini Work Force RG20 STUMP CUTTER
20 H.P. SELF PROPELLED
$4995 - LEASE 36 MO. $205 PER MONTH

OPdYKE INC.
(215) 721-4444
Truck & Equipment Sales
5123 Bethlehem Pike
Hatfield, PA 19440 (Phila. Area)
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general foreman to use which addresses four safety management objectives.

1. On the job training—The general foreman must ensure that the foreman's training responsibilities are being satisfied. We don't want employees to learn just enough to get by. We want all employees to be thoroughly taught the proper use of all tools and equipment and work techniques related to every job they perform. That's how we produce experts.

2. Job observation and appraisal—Each crew visit by an Asplundh general foreman involves observing the crew at work. He or she must evaluate the crew's activity and determine if adjustments are needed to ensure employee safety and overall productivity. Nothing can be taken for granted. Quizzes are one way to determine individual skill levels, but the best way is to watch the person actually perform the work.

3. Equipment inspection and maintenance—While visiting a crew the general foreman must also dedicate part of his time to tool and equipment inspection. He or she must make sure the foreman and crew members are routinely checking for damage or other signs of defects that may have an adverse effect on employee safety.

4. Compliance with manuals—It is important that operations manuals be thoroughly understood by crew personnel in order to prevent accidents. General foremen give routine quizzes on the contents of these manuals to make sure the crew understands why compliance with manuals is necessary for safe operations.

As an aid to documentation, all of our general foremen are required to use a special safety training/audit survey during crew inspection. It consists of a comprehensive outline of all aspects of safety management, including information contained in the Asplundh Foreman's Manual and other safety publications. By using this survey, we can be more assured that our general foremen will cover a broad spectrum of safety topics during their audit process. The information gained from these surveys is used to evaluate the overall effectiveness of our safety program and may help to trigger new innovations that will address safety deficiencies.

Asplundh general foremen also have access to an extensive library of video training materials which we have developed and expanded over the past few years. With more than 100 videos to choose from and portable video equipment that can be used at the job site, our general foremen have good tools for providing high-impact communications that reinforce other training initiatives.

To handle all the responsibilities that come with the position of general foreman, weeklong training programs are conducted periodically which address many aspects of field operations management, including safety management.

Corporate auditing of divisions

As part of Asplundh's safety program, I oversee six safety supervisors who travel thousands of miles per year auditing field operations in their assigned territories to help support our commitment to excellence. While visiting a general foreman's crews, they check for compliance with corporate policies as well as federal regu-
lations and they assist the general foreman in correcting unsafe work practices or equipment deficiencies.

At the conclusion of this auditing process, the division manager, supervisors and general foremen hold a conference to discuss how to implement corrective action plans. They work as a team to develop innovations, some of which are listed below:

- experimenting with back supports in an effort to reduce back injuries;
- requiring ballistic leg protection (chaps) for ground cutting operations;
- using fluorescent traffic vests for greater visibility on the job;
- emphasizing seat belt use policy;
- developing new video and audio training materials;
- focusing on advanced training for our employees; and
- analyzing workers compensation claims data.

Prevention, as we all know, is one of the keys to safety management. A pre-employment checklist has been developed for our field supervision to use in hiring new employees. Driver’s license checks, pre-employment questionnaires and interviewing techniques have also been valuable in determining whether an applicant will be a safety-conscious employee.

**Employee recognition**

No safety program would be complete without a system of giving recognition to employees who work safely. Asplundh has developed a corporate safety awards program that rewards each employee who works a full year without an accident. Part of this program includes a drawing for valuable prizes in which the name of every qualifying employee is entered. In addition to the prize drawing, every employee with a clean safety record for the year receives a special gift and a certificate of achievement. Crew foremen who maintain an accident-free crew for the entire year and general foremen who run accident-free operations for the year receive special awards in addition to the standard awards. Intra-divisional safety incentive programs are also highly encouraged and supported by our corporate Safety Department.

Asplundh’s philosophy is to always look forward. We believe it is important to be active in industry organizations such as the National Arborist Association, of which Asplundh is a longstanding member. Through industry unity, we can make a difference in improving our work environment. As a leader in the line clearance industry, Asplundh strives to be innovative and to set an example. As an employer, Asplundh can only be as safety-conscious as each employee learns to be.

I believe our corporate safety program is effective and encourages innovation. These qualities help us to be a leader in the tree care and line clearance industry.

---

Jim Allard, safety director at Asplundh Tree Expert Co., Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, is chairman of the National Arborist Association Safety Committee and a longtime member of the ANSI Z133 Committee.
Praise for “Outlook”

This letter is to compliment you on your “Outlook” editorial in the May issue of TCI magazine. I feel it is the best and most concise commentary on why it is so important for “tree people” to belong to professional organizations. For some reason I find it very difficult for me to convincingly explain to other arborists why they should belong. Your editorial does it for me. Therefore, I would like your permission to copy that page from your magazine and put it out at our display booth for people to pick up at our Minnesota Chapter, ISA meetings. By using the whole page, it will strongly identify where the article came from and maybe even get you a subscriber or two.

Dave De Voto
Chapter Director
ISA, Minn.

Join an association

I am responding to a letter that you received from Jack Moreland Jr., published in the June issue.

The best way to keep abreast with the tree industry is to be a member of the International Society of Arboriculture or National Arborist Association. These organizations continually bring in new publications and ideas for their members. A New Tree Biology, Tree Pruning and Modern Arboriculture, all by Dr. Alex Shigo, were printed in 1986, 1989 and 1991, respectively. Richard Harris’ book, Arboriculture: Integrated Management of Landscape Trees, Shrubs and Vines, was printed in 1992 (original in 1983); Prone’s Tree Maintenance was updated for the sixth time in 1988. In defense of these books and the knowledge contained therein, current information on tree care is available.

Any one of us who is a “book worm” knows that you need several points of reference to properly learn every subject; no school issues one book for a student to learn math or science, and on tree care there are several works on all phases, including diseases and insects.

We at Arborist Supply House carry an extensive list of books about trees, and would be happy to send a book list to anyone interested. Our telephone number is 1-800-749-9528.

Geraldine Hoyt
Arborist Supply House
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Letters should be addressed to:
Tree Care Industry, Editor
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031
Focus On Safety
Management Is Key In Providing Safe Work Environment

By David deSousa

In 2200 B.C., the King of Babylon wrote the Code of Hammurabi to assure the safety of workers on the job and the safety of the public from shoddy craftsmanship. Here is a passage from his code: "If a builder builds a house for a man and does not make its construction firm and the house which he builds collapses and causes the death of the owner of the house... that builder shall be put to death."

A little wordy, but I think you get the point.

Why was this code written? Why have the codes and laws involving safety been written? The answer lies in the past failure to provide protection for people, equipment, materials and the environment. That protection has to come from management.

Because of the increasing emphasis on safety over the years, more than 2.5 million lives have been saved in the United States. Between 1912 and 1984, the accidental death rate per 100,000 population dropped from 82 to 39. If we take out motor vehicle accidents, the rate is 79 to 19 per 100,000 for that same period. We are making progress.

There are many reasons for the increased emphasis on safety.

1. Unions have continued to put pressure on management to create safer working conditions.
2. Consumers have continued to demand safer products and have had products banned or severely restricted.
3. The courts are bogged down with "sue-happy" parties trying to cash in on liability settlements.
4. Technology in the past 50 years has developed more equipment and processes than have been developed in the past 1000 years.
5. The work force has changed. It is more educated, older and includes more women.
6. Legislators have been rapidly passing laws in response to safety concerns. In New Zealand, for example, a 24-hour workers compensation law covers workers on or off the job.
7. Medical research continues to identify physical and health hazards, which can force recalls and identify consumer problems.
8. The rising cost and lack of energy affects the timely delivery of products and services.

Changes in attitudes
Management control and attitudes have also been changing. In the early 20th century, machines were not designed with operators in mind. Labor was unskilled and untrained; power sources were changing from man and horsepower to steam, internal combustion and electricity. Work was considered an impersonal exchange of labor for money, and bosses tended to rule hired hands. Safety was injury-oriented (limited to what actually hurt the worker).

Eighty-five percent of all accidents were considered the fault of workers and 15% the fault of management.

By the middle of the century, the "sweat shops" evolved into the integrated management responsibility of today. Compensation laws were passed, and management started to look at safety in a broader perspective, resulting in safety management and a systems approach to accident prevention.

Management itself started to be considered a profession. The concept of damage control (minimizing losses when accidents do occur) appeared and served as a bridge to today's safety programs.

Studies started to show a correlation between safety, quality, production and cost control. Now we know that 15% of all accidents can be attributed to workers and 85% is a result of inadequacy in the management.

In the past two decades management began to realize that loss control management/safety has a significant effect on profit margins.

Management also looked at the direct and indirect monetary losses from accidents and found that for every dollar in direct costs, hidden costs ranged from $6 to $53. Accident ratios showed that for every 600 near-misses there was one serious accident.

The sales volume needed to make up for the costs of accidents is tremendous. For example, if your direct cost of accidents was $50,000 and your company's profit...
margin was 3%, your company would need an additional $1,667,000 in sales to pay for the losses. If your profit margin was 2%, you would need sales of $2,500,000.

Thus, whatever system is used to control the quality, production and cost of a product and/or service, should also be used to control accident losses/safety. Management should also identify the work to be done, develop standards, measure performance against the standards, evaluate the measurements and correct or commend (ISMEC).

The legislation that created the Occupational Safety and Health Administration requires that management provide a work environment free from recognizable hazards. The fees can be steep for employers who do not comply with OSHA regulations.

Safety/loss control is a management responsibility. Let’s act positively before more laws are passed that force us to act and cost us a lot of money. Stop accidents without laws. Let’s keep our workers safe, healthy and in one piece. Instead of paying big fines to the government, we can put the savings in the till.

Dave deSousa is an employee of the F.A. Bartlett Tree Co., and a management consultant in Meredith, New Hampshire. He will lead a crew leader training workshop at TCI Expo ’92 in Baltimore, Maryland.

This article appeared in “Tree Topics,” a Bartlett Co. publication, and is reprinted here with permission. Information for this article was taken from “Practical Loss Control Leadership” by Frank E. Bird Jr. and George L. Germain.
The National Arborist Association has a full menu of comprehensive business tools to help you do a better job of running a profitable company. Tools such as a simplified cost analysis system, a uniform chart of accounts, sample company policy manuals, tips for creating effective newsletters and much more.

These management guidelines are why so many tree care firms belong to the NAA—but they're not the only reason. NAA has home study programs that provide basic training in arboriculture for field personnel, safety programs, crewleader training programs, videos, marketing support and a wealth of information that enables arborists to easily comply with government regulations. NAA's publications keep me abreast of what is going on in the industry. A major benefit is networking with other members. Another benefit is NAA's knowledgeable staff and their toll free HOT LINE - 1-800-733-2622.

If your firm is not an NAA member, why not JOIN TODAY—and start enjoying all of the benefits of membership.

Special Offer: Join now for the introductory dues of $175 for the remainder of 1992 and all of 1993. Your annual dues in 1994 will be based on your firm's gross sales for 1993.

□ YES, I want to belong to NAA and take advantage of this "Special Offer"! Enclosed is my payment of $175 for dues through 1993.
□ I'm interested. Send me more information.
□ Send me information on your training programs.

Name
Title
Company
Street
City State Zip
Phone

□ Check enclosed payable to NAA □Visa □ MasterCard
Account # Exp. Date
Signature

Referral by (optional):

The National Arborist Association, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031
Phone 1(800)733-2622 Fax (603)672-2613
Membership starts when you submit certificates of insurance.
Membership is available to commercial tree service firms only.
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Nearly every key issue affecting one part of the Specialty Pesticide Industry affects the entire industry.

RISE (Responsible Industry for a Sound Environment) is bringing industry leaders together to identify critical public issues and legislation, and address them as a unified body.

We’re proud of our industry’s commitment to enhancing and preserving the environment. And we’re committed to educating policymakers and the public about the environmental, health and safety benefits of proper pesticide use.

A wide variety of companies and organizations are already members of RISE, and have contributed to successes like we enjoyed recently in Missoula, Montana, which demonstrates the industry is able to work constructively with local government bodies.

If you’re a manufacturer, formulator, distributor, supplier or association involved with the use of specialty pesticides, we invite you to join RISE and participate in our future successes.

For more information, call RISE at (202) 872-3860, or write to 1155 15th St. N.W., Suite 900, Washington, D.C. 20005.
Regulations Primer

Do You Meet OSHA, DOT And Other Requirements?

By Brian Barnard

Keeping track of the assortment of regulations set down by federal and state agencies is cumbersome. Employers should ask themselves regularly if they meet the requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Department of Transportation and other regulations, and if they are aware of changes in those regulations.

Meeting all requirements is a challenge, but not impossible. While compliance with federal and state regulations requires aggressive monitoring, help is available. Professional organizations such as the National Arborist Association closely monitor, help shape and report on federal requirements to ease the burden on tree care companies. State and local arborist associations keep arborists up to date with changing regulations. Trade magazines like TCI offer continued guidance.

Here is a summary of federal regulations affecting arborists.

OSHA

The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 contains a General Duty clause. This catch-all clause says that employers must provide a workplace free from recognized hazards. Industry precedent usually dictates what is a recognized hazard.

OSHA compliance officers commonly cite tree companies with general duty violations. If a tree care company fails to provide training or fails to document its training before exposing an employee to a recognized hazard, an OSHA compliance office could issue a general duty citation.

Often, general duty citations refer to more specific performance guidelines found in consensus standards. The American National Standard for Tree Care Operations—Pruning, Trimming, Repairing, Maintaining, and Removing Trees, and Cutting Brush, is the safety standard for the tree care industry. It is often referred to as the ANSI Z133.1 Standard. All companies in the industry must follow Z133.

Perhaps the most overlooked OSHA requirement is the posting of required signs in the workplace. Employers must post a notice telling employees of the protection and obligations set down by the OSHAct. Companies with 10 or more employees must annually post OSHA’s Form 200, Log of Occupational Illnesses and Injuries. Regional OSHA offices can provide these.

Beyond this, OSHA has specific directives for aspects of tree work, such as hazardous materials in the workplace or work near electric utility lines.

1. Electrical hazards—OSHA’s Electrical Safety-Related Work Practices Standard covers all residential or commercial tree workers who during their work get closer than 10 feet to overhead power lines.

The standard requires employers to document that employees are adequately trained. Employees must be able to recognize electrical hazards and use special practices to perform their duties safely. Only qualified employees can trim trees within 10 feet of overhead power lines.

Employees of line clearance tree trimming contractors will be covered by a vertical standard for the utility industry which OSHA is now developing. This standard, OSHA 1019.269, is expected to be published next year.

OSHA’s telecommunications standard, OSHA 1910.268, covers employees of telecommunication tree trimming contractors. Right-of-way clearing operations for telephone lines are covered under OSHA 1910.268.

The National Arborist Association provides training programs in electrical hazard awareness. Call the NAA office at 800-733-2622 for information.

2. Hearing conservation—OSHA’s Hearing Conservation Amendment requires that employers provide employees with hearing protection as well as training in hearing conservation. Hearing protection includes ear plugs and ear muffs.

The regulation says there is danger of hearing loss if an individual is exposed to 85 decibels or more for eight hours a day on a time-weighted average. Brush chippers and chain saws commonly exceed 100 decibels. When used properly, hearing protection reduces noise to below 85 decibels.

OSHA’s Hearing Conservation Amendment has required hearing protection for the tree care industry since 1985.

3. Hazard communication—The OSHA Hazard Communication Standard requires employers to inform and educate employees about hazardous materials in the workplace. This is often called the right-to-know law.

The manufacturer determines if a chemical is hazardous. Employees must receive hazard communication training if they use gas, pesticides and other hazardous products on the job. Even some common household products are considered hazardous. If a common household hazardous product is used on the job continuously, it
must be included in a company’s hazard communication program.

**DOT**

Most Department of Transportation requirements kick in when vehicles exceed 10,000 pounds or when a company uses any size vehicle to transport hazardous materials. Drivers of vehicles weighing more than 26,000 pounds must meet additional requirements.

Recently, DOT issued training requirements for safely transporting hazardous materials. The rule affects any employer who transports hazardous materials. It requires training specific to the job function and driver training.

Under the rule, employers must keep records that show each employee has received the required training. Employers must also establish a hazard communication program to assure that all employees understand how to handle hazardous materials safely. Contact DOT’s Research and Special Programs Administration for training information at 800-PLANFOR or 708-972-3275.

A Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) is required to operate a vehicle weighing 26,001 or more pounds, tow a vehicle weighing more than 10,000 pounds, or drive any size vehicle that requires hazardous materials placards. Contact your state Department of Motor Vehicles for information on CDL’s.

**ADA**

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires employers to reasonably accommodate qualified disabled employees. It covers all employers with 25 or more employees. In July 1994, the rule will extend to companies with 15 or more employees, including managers, office personnel and field workers.

The requirements of ADA are quite detailed, but the key words are “reasonably accommodate.” The company must decide if it can make reasonable accommodations to enable the employee or applicant to perform a job.

The act only protects qualified individuals. In a report for National Arborist Association members, NAA labor law counsel summarized ADA’s definition of a qualified individual as one who performs the essential functions of the job with or without reasonable accommodation.

To avoid ADA violations, employees must clearly spell out the essential functions of the job in a detailed job description.

Also, ADA limits the use of physical exams or medical history questionnaires. The employer may only use these hiring tools if the job applicant has received a conditional offer of employment. Further, the employer must use the same procedure for all job applicants.
By requiring all field, shop and warehouse personnel to wear back belts, Trees, Inc., reduced the number and severity of back injuries suffered by the company's workers.
By Bob Reeder

According to the 1991 edition of Accident Facts, produced and published by the National Safety Council, back injuries occurred more frequently than all other injuries listed. In fact, back injuries occurred almost 58% more than leg injuries, the next most frequently listed workplace accident.

The number of back injuries creates an enormous economic loss to the nation of at least $20 billion annually. In addition, more than 25% of the total indemnities paid out for workplace disabilities goes for back injuries.

Tree care workers face a high risk of low-back injuries because of the extent of lifting, twisting, and pulling required in the industry. The cost of the injury, through lost time and productivity and time spent training new workers, is prohibitive. Tree companies, therefore, have an obligation to their customers and their workers to make every effort to lower the number and/or severity of back injuries through ongoing and aggressive programs.

Like most companies, Trees, Inc., a nationwide utility line clearing company, faces prohibitively high costs resulting from back injuries. These costs, along with the suffering which the company’s workers have experienced, had to be eliminated or at least drastically reduced.

Developing a program

In order to attack the problem successfully, the company conducted a study of how various back injuries occurred. What was the cause? Was it due to the behavior of the individual, a pre-existing condition, lack of training in lifting or an unsafe act? These were important issues to examine before a comprehensive program was put in place.

Not surprisingly, when the facts were assembled, all of the above issues were seen to be part of the problem. The company, therefore, developed a comprehensive program to prevent back injury, including the use of back support belts to complement other methods of back injury control.

With the cooperation of Trees’ insurance provider, a series of films on proper lifting techniques and warm-up exercises was shown to all workers. Each worker was issued a card with exercises and proper lifting techniques printed on it. Foremen received instruction on teaching back strengthening techniques and told to conduct these exercises daily.

Because all of this was not enough, the company felt that back belts might be the missing piece to the puzzle. So the company ordered back belts and conducted a study on their viability and effectiveness.

Under a pilot program, special back support belts were issued to men in departments which had had several months of high rates of back injury. After six months, the number of injuries was down and the severity rate was much lower.

The men wearing belts were also surveyed for their personal reactions, specifically about the comfort of the belts and other information that would be helpful to management. Since most answers were highly positive, Trees, Inc., put into effect a policy requiring all field, shop and warehouse personnel to wear the back belts. As of July 1, 1991, the back belt became a part of each worker’s personal protective equipment and was to be worn all day.

Positive results

Results are encouraging. Field employees have responded positively to the back belt policy and, best of all, back injuries have been cut by 44% from July 1, 1991 through December 31, 1991, as compared to the same period the previous year. Severity rate is down by 85%. The costs associated with back injuries came down 89% for that same period. Thus, we see that the back belt policy is working.

When the policy initially went into effect, some workers complained that the belts were uncomfortable and that they would be unable to work with the belts on. Those complaints have since subsided, and there are many more positive statements, such as, “My back doesn’t feel as tired at night,” or, “The belt really makes me think about lifting correctly.”

Perhaps as important as reducing back injuries is the psychological effect the belts have had on the workers. They realize that Trees, Inc., cares about their safety in all aspects and they seem to be making a greater effort to “do things right.”

Back support belts seem to be working for Trees, Inc., and are proving to be one more weapon in the battle against back injuries. Hopefully, other companies will benefit from our experience, and may want to try the same method.

In addition, the National Arborist Association Safety Committee has spent many years looking at the back injury problem and trying to find solutions. The NAA has recently completed a videotape on back injury prevention that is available for purchase.

Bob Reeder has been manager of Health and Education at Trees, Inc., for 15 years. He is also a longtime member of the National Arborist Association Safety Committee and the Forestry Safety Committee of the National Safety Council. Mr. Reeder teaches first aid, CPR, defensive driving and tree safety. He earned a master’s degree from the University of Houston and currently lives in Houston, Texas.
August 19-21
Field Diagnosis: Insects and Diseases on Trees and Shrubs
New York State Arborists
Cornell University
Contact: Elizabeth Seme, 518-783-1322

September 20-25
National Urban Forestry School
Session I
Nebraska City, Neb.

Contact: National Arbor Day Foundation, 402-474-5655

September 24-25
ISA/Minnesota Chapter Meeting
Rochester, Minn.
Contact: Kathy Widin, 612-436-8811

September 29-30
New York State Environmental Exhibition and Dept. of Environmental Conservation Conference
Syracuse, N.Y.
Contact: Christopher Price, 800-727-5737.

October 8-10
ASCA Annual Conference
Quality Inn Biltmore
Asheville, N.C.
Contact: John Duke, 303-466-2722

October 28-31
ISA/Texas Chapter Meeting
Dallas, Texas
Contact: Len Newsom, 512-454-1411

November 1-5, 11-15
Tree Biology Seminars
Featuring Dr. Alex Shigo
Appalachian State University’s Camp Broadstone
Boone, N.C.
Contact: 704-262-3045

November 12-14
Arbor Expo
Orange County Convention Center
Orlando, Fla.
Contact: 818-781-8300

November 16-19
PLCAA Annual Conference & Green Industry Expo
Indianapolis, Ind.
Contact: PGMS, 410-667-1833

November 19-21
TCI Expo '92
Omni Hotel
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, Md.
Contact: Chris Brown, 800-733-2622

MODEL M-106 PROCESSOR
FEATURES:
- Cuts and splits 1½-2 cords of firewood per hour
- One-year engine and pump warranty, six months on all other parts and labor
- Easily towed by half-ton pick-up — gross weight with live deck approximately 4900 lbs.
- Sets up in 15-20 minutes
- All-hydraulic operation gives hands-on control of all functions
- 45 HP Ford gas engine
- Brookline dual 18 x 18 hydraulic pump
- 2¾” x 4” x 2” cylinder
- 18 tons of splitting force
- Autocycles in 8 seconds
- Four-way slip-on hydraulic wedge
- 15-gal. gas tank
- 30-gal. hydraulic reservoir
- 12’ feed trough
- 25’ saw bar

OPTIONS:
- 10’ or 15’ motorized “live deck” (hydraulically moves logs from the deck into the trough)
- Dual axles on live deck version
- Slip-on six-way wedge
- Autostop system: Automatically stops the feed trough chain by use of a limit switch, thereby stopping logs for cutting at preset lengths

ECONOMICAL. COMPACT.
PRODUCTIVE. STATE OF THE ART.

NO COMPARABLE UNIT
AVAILABLE ANYWHERE!

CALL FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND FREE DEMONSTRATION VIDEO

DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE

EAST HILL MANUFACTURING CORP.
EAST HILL ROAD, LUDLOW, VERMONT 05149
TEL (802) 228-2852 • FAX (802) 228-3037
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Tree Technology Systems, Inc., has received EPA label approval for the liquid microinjection of Bayleton (R) fungicide in the treatment of pine tree decline. The product will be sold in the company’s ArborX injectors under the Systrex trademark. When blended with fertilizer, the product will be sold as Systrex Plus. Systrex and Systrex Plus offer ArborX injector’s leakproof design and factory disposal of used injectors. For further information, contact Richard M. Stedman, 1014 Rein Road, Cheektowaga, NY 14425. Phone: 800-622-2831.

Direct Safety Company introduces the Triangal (TM) Highway Emergency Kit. The unique triangular shape of the bright orange case doubles as a warning sign by day and a lighted warning sign at night. Kit includes jumper cables, two flares, siphon pump, 12-volt spotlight, water bag, tire sealant, tape, flag and four towelettes for cleanup following repairs. For further information contact Direct Safety Company, 7815 S 46 St., Phoenix, AZ 85044. Phone: 800-528-7405.

Bandit Industries, Inc., introduces the Go Bandit, a self-propelled 6-inch capacity tree and brush chipper designed for off-road chipping. The unit features a four-wheel hydraulic skid steer drive and 34-inch design, allowing it to pass through most gates. The 360-degree swivel discharge allows the chips to be blown in any direction. A bagging attachment for collecting the chips is available. For more information contact Bandit Industries, Inc., 6750 Millbrook Road, Remus, MI 49340. Phone: 517-561-2270.
NAA Offers Spanish Training Videos

A language barrier makes training more difficult, but it does not remove the employer’s legal and moral responsibility to the non-English-speaking employee. Recognizing that the tree care industry employs many Spanish-speaking individuals, the National Arborist Association has produced Spanish language versions of several of its most popular programs for arborists.

Three video titles are currently available in Spanish: “Professional Tree Care Safety,” a four-part program outlining all the safety requirements for tree workers found in the ANSI Z133 Standard; “Electrical Hazards & Trees,” which teaches arborists how to recognize and work around electrical hazards; and “Aerial Rescue,” which details the latest recommended techniques for getting an injured worker out of a tree or bucket truck.

These are not English programs with Spanish subtitles, but completely remastered programs with Spanish narration. Trainer manuals in Spanish are shipped with every order.

NAA’s Electrical Hazards Awareness Program, a comprehensive home study course that fulfills the training requirement to become a qualified line clearance tree trimmer, also will soon be available in Spanish. Later this year, NAA will make its popular Tailgate Safety program available in Spanish.

For further information on NAA Spanish language videos or other training programs, call NAA at 800-733-2622.

Edwin Irish Receives ISA Award

Edwin E. Irish of the Chas. F. Irish Company, Inc., of Detroit, Michigan, received a lifetime honorary membership award from the International Society of Arboriculture. The award was presented at the ISA’s 68th Annual Conference in Oakland, California this month.

Irish is a longtime member of the ISA. He was instrumental in the development of the ISA’s “Tree Valuation Guide” and the accompanying “Manual for Plant Appraisers.” He has been a staunch supporter of the ISA Research Trust and has played critical roles in other research and educational efforts, especially large tree transplanting.

Irish is active in the National Arborist Association, having served as its president in 1965 as well as chair and trustee of the National Arborist Foundation for many years. He received the NAA Award of Merit, the association’s highest award, in 1978.

His father was organizing chairman of the NAA in 1938, and his son, Chuck, is active in the company.
Get Ready for NAA’s Annual Meeting

Taking one step away can help you take two steps forward!

When you step back and take a look at your business from a distance, your perspective changes. When you add good speakers, the ability to network with peers and a relaxed environment, the perspective is even better.

The National Arborist Association’s 1993 Annual Meeting and Management Conference in February will provide you with management insight. It will help you take two steps forward in business.

The meeting will be held at the Don Cesar Resort Hotel in St. Petersburg Beach, Florida, February 9-13, 1993. You are cordially invited to attend, whether you are an NAA member or not.

Dr. Alex Shigo is the keynote speaker. The rest of the speakers are equally as exciting and will focus on a broad range of important management subjects.

Do yourself and your business a favor.

The Don Cesar Resort Hotel in St. Petersburg, Florida.

Step away to beautiful St. Petersburg for a great meeting.

For more information, contact the National Arborist Association, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031, or call 800-733-2622.

The Image Builder

Arbortech Quality

When quality work is your trademark, you need a quality image. Arbortech builds chip trucks that give your company a professional look and are equipped with all the performance features you need. Galvanneal steel body resists rust for years of service and good looks; big tool boxes organize your tools and carry them to the job site where you need them — adding to your efficiency; and convenient roof top ladder rack with heavy duty rubber coated rollers simplifies ladder storage and retrieval.

Super Performance

Put a streamlined Arbortech body on Ford’s 14,500 GVW Superduty and you have a big 12 yard load space at a small truck price. Superduty features the powerful 460 V-8 or economical 7.3 liter diesel engine. Standard equipment includes dual tanks, power steering, power brakes with rear antilock; and heavy duty front axle; with 5 speed O.D. manual or automatic O.D. transmission available.

Call Today

1-800-255-5715

Order your new 14,500 GVW units today from the industry’s largest chassis pool — or spec an Arbortech body to your own Ford Superduty. With 24 hour turnaround installation and leasing options available, we make it easier than ever to own a quality Arbortech chip body. Whether you are looking for your first new truck or an economical addition to your fleet, Arbortech chip body fits your image — quality, efficiency, performance.
HELP WANTED

Overhead line clearance—Detroit metropolitan area. New firm in the Detroit area looking for experienced foreman and journeyman to run crews for line clearance contract with local utility co. Applicants should be practically and academically qualified. We offer good wages/benefits. Send resume to ECC, P.O. Box 934, Grosse Pointe, MI 48236.

Arbor Care/Orlando—Arborist position requires sales & management abilities. Must have strong background in operations with high safety standards, an interest in high quality product and a drive for customer satisfaction. Send resumes to Peter Sortwell, General Manager, Arbor Care, 477 Old Winder Garden Road, Orlando, FL 32811.

Complete tree company looking for tree climbers—best working conditions—good pay—year-round work—management opportunity for aggressive self-starter—hard workers. Bob’s Nursery. NAA members. Call Bob or Frank, 318-232-TREE.

Exp. tree climber, owner of own tree co., has own 60’ TECO bucket truck & equip. 10 years exp. w/ref, wants to work, 206-398-2465, Lynden, WA.

Immediate opening for arborist—Must be experienced, have formal education in arboriculture, know NAA guidelines for tree care, & be able to relocate. Please send resume to: The Virginian Golf Club, 1375 Jonesboro Road, Bristol, VA 24201.

Arborist wanted. Must have verifiable climbing and bucket truck operating capabilities. $18-20 per hour poss. salary. Year-round work. Phone: 301-599-9148.

Are you a skilled arborist? Are you looking toward a future in sales and management but feel more qualified to climb and practice your art? Then consider climbing toward your future with us. We are a full-service, year-round lawn, landscape, and tree care firm seeking an experienced arborist crew leader to train, motivate and recruit others for our expanding tree division. While enjoying the work you love, you will be able to replace yourself in 2 years and shift your focus to sales and management. We offer a complete benefits package and profit sharing program. If you are a proven leader with 5 years experience, please call Michael Lueders at 508-359-9905. Lueders Tree & Landscape, Inc., Medfield, MA

Fast growing quality tree care company looking for ambitious, highly motivated arborist. Must be experienced in all aspects of the tree care industry. Preferably have a degree in horticulture and be a personable type. Responsibilities will include sales and supervision of work force. Please send resume with work and sales history to Empire Tree Service, RR 1, Box 523, Pine Plains, NY 12567. Phone: 518-398-5210.

We are a full service arboriculture firm with offices in the Midwest and the East Coast. With our continued expansion, we...
are seeking qualified arborists for production, plant health care and sales positions within our company. We consider safety, quality, production and communication to be the foundations of proper tree care. If you believe the same and wish to make arboriculture a career, we would like to hear from you. Send your resume with salary history to Carol Nallen, c/o The Care of Trees, Inc., 2371 S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090. Phone: 708-394-4220.


Tree equipment salesperson—Central California firm looking for motivated and knowledgeable self-starter to sell chippers, stump grinders and aerial lift trucks throughout Western states. Excellent opportunity to grow with a progressive & rapidly expanding co. Salary & benefit package commensurate with qualifications & experience. Please send resume with salary history to PO Box 1247, Carmichael, CA 95609.

---

Order Form

Please use this form to order the treeworlness Program. Mail this form and payment to: National Arborist Association, The Meeting Place Mall, Route 101, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094.

Electrical Hazards Awareness Program

_____ English (Quantity)

_____ Spanish (Quantity)

☐ $60.00 ea. (NAA/ISA members)

☐ $110.00 ea. (non-members)

The Total amount enclosed:

Company Name: __________________________________________

Name of Individual Ordering: ________________________________

Title: ___________________________ Phone: __________________

Address: ________________________________________________

City: ___________________________ State: ______________ Zip: __________

☐ MasterCard ☐ Visa Card Number: __________________________ Exp Date: __________

Signature: ______________________________________________

The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Phone 1(800)733-2622 Fax (603)672-2613

FOR SALE

Surplus tree equipment—6-65 Vermeer stump—new, 0 hrs., $17,000; TS-44 truck mounted Vermeer tree spade—10,000 miles, $10,000; 1989 F90 Prentice, on International 6-wheel loader—new 3208 Cat diesel, $23,000; 1988 Versalift-Ford diesel, complete forestry package, $48,000; 1990 IG10 Haybuster tub grinder, 300 hrs., $48,000; 1978 4-wheel drive rear mount Skyworker, $24,500; 1983 Alpine Skyworker, $38,500; 6-71 Vermeer log chipper, 500 hrs., $18,500; (2) 55 GPM hydro sprayers, 1 Bean 90 mist blower, various conditions, package price, $6000; Community Tree Service, Inc., Call 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon-Fri, 508-256-0341.

1988 F-350 Super Duty, 7.3L, 5-spd O.D., custom built arborist body. Hyd. dump, tool boxes, racks, hookups, etc. AM/FM st. Well maintained, very good condition, 35,000 mi, asking $17,500. Phone: 516-673-0600.

1988 L-800 Ford tandem w/240 hp Ford diesel front, 44 rears, set back front axle. Allison automatic trans., mounted w/Big John AA90 tree spade in excellent condition. $66,000 or B.O. Phone: 407-988-1045.

Skyworker—Largest new parts inventory, used equipment inventory, major service facility in U.S. Phone: 404-376-3192. FAX: 404-376-1150.

Hardware and software, by an arborist for the arborist. For more information about the industry's best-selling package, call or write Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston Road, Westport, CT 06880. Phone: 203-226-4335.

Aerial bucket trucks, Hi Ranger, Asplundh, Sky Worker—most major brands—40' to 95'. Also, brush chippers, stump grinders, tree spades, log loaders and Rayco stump cutters. Parts for aerial buckets. Allied Utility Equipment Inc.,
XL-INJECTO FEED 32-7-7 AND ALL OTHER ANALYSIS OF THE DOGGETT TREE FERTILIZERS WERE SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO HAVE A LOW SALT CONTENT AND TO BE ENTIRELY SAFE FOR LOCALIZED APPLICATION TO TREE ROOTS. THE DOGGETT TREE FERTILIZERS ARE CHLORIDE FREE AND CONTAIN THE HIGHEST QUALITY RAW MATERIALS.

For Further Information on Salt Index and Tree Fertilizers Contact:

THE DOGGETT CORPORATION
LEBANON, NEW JERSEY 08833

908-236-6335
800-448-1862
FAX 908-236-7716
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W. 204 North 11509 Goldendale Road, Germantown, Wi 53022. Phone: 414-255-6161.


1982 FMC 100K Rotomist sprayer 300-gal. tank, 235 hrs. on unit, Ford 4-cyl engine, 29" blower, mounted on a 4-wheel trailer. Make offer to City of Rye, 141 Oakland Beach Ave., Rye, NY 10580. Phone: 914-967-7464.

Attention: California tree services are now required to have a valid contractor's license, effective 1/1/92. C.T.S. Home Study program provides: application processing for fast test date—current and up-to-date tree service law materials, current and up-to-date tree service trade materials. Guaranteed to pass. Call today for complete details and free brochure, 800-752-2275. Contractors Testing Service, serving all of California and licensed by the California Dept. of Education. Don't get caught out on a limb. Fines start at $1000. Obtain your tree service license today. Major credit cards accepted.

3 used 50' aerial lifts, 55' working height, continuous rotation, reconditioned for safe operation, six months factory warranty, mounted on Ford F700—with 12' chip box, saddle box, cab guard. Asking $31,000. Aerial Lift of Conn. Phone: 800-245-5438 (in state), 800-446-5438 (out of state).

Arboriculture books by Shigo, Harris, Pirone, Manion, Cornell University, etc. For free book list, send to Arborist Supply House, Inc., P.O. Box 23607, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33307 or call 1-800-749-9528.


Classified ad rates: $45 per inch (1-inch minimum), payable in advance, due the 20th of the month two months prior to publication. Send ad and payment to: Tree Care Industry P.O. Box 1094 Amherst, NH 03031

LABONVILLE, INC. 504 BERLIN-GORHAM RD., GORHAM, N.H. 03581
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FOR PLEASURE — Please your family with a professionally landscaped yard. Assist your friends and community in landscape projects.

FOR PROFIT — Prepare for tremendous money-making opportunities for trained men and women in the Landscape Field. You may quickly learn — at home — how to become a Landscape authority. Landscape Contractor, Landscape Nursery-man, Garden Consultant, Lecturer or Designer. Start your own profitable business or get good paying position. Excellent part time money-making opportunities.

LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS: Dept. 101 Harrison Street, Archbald, PA 18403 Please send me free copy of your brochure. "How to Learn Modern Landscaping for Profit or Pleasure.”

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State ______ ZIP ______
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LABONVILLE, INC. 504 BERLIN-GORHAM RD., GORHAM, N.H. 03581
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Heroism Or Negligence?

By Jim Brunner

In our business we not only cut trees but we also move larger trees. On one job we were moving large locust and maple trees for a nursing home. We were digging the holes with a backhoe, moving the trees with a tree spade, and backfilling with fresh soil being moved with a front-end loader.

As I stood in a hole 40 feet away measuring depth for the backhoe operator, the other men were setting another tree. One employee was bringing the soil to the hole with the loader. He was traveling with a full bucket of soil weighing about 1000 pounds with the bucket up in the air about 10 feet.

As he turned toward the hole, he was traveling too fast and approaching the tree, which was downgrade, at an alarming speed. He tried to stop but he had no braking power because all of the weight was on the front of the tractor. He was approaching a rather steep embankment and was totally out of control and completely panic-stricken.

At this point he had started to balance the tractor on the front tires. As he went past the tree, another employee started to run beside the tractor. As he ran, he reached out over the rear tire and pushed the boom lever forward, bringing the bucket down to the ground. The tractor slid another 25 feet to a safe stop. Needless to say, the operator was shaken and speechless, and we were all relieved that no one was hurt.

Now for the question: Was the employee who reached over the tire and lowered the boom a hero or was he negligent? A hero is defined as someone who is looked up to for something he has done, either brave or noble. Certainly, what the second employee did was brave and noble, but some would say he was negligent putting himself at risk of being run over. We may never answer the question, but I am thankful things worked out the way that they did and no one was hurt.

After this incident there was much discussion about the safe operation of all equipment. In our business, every tool we pick up or operate can do us harm—from a pair of handsnips to the chipper or bucket truck.

I was a fortunate employer that day. As employers, it is our job to educate our employees on the proper use and operation of all tools—no matter how much they complain about being told the obvious. It is when the obvious little things are forgotten that accidents occur.

Jim Brunner is the owner of Brunner Landscaping, in Spring Hill, Florida.

Do you have a story for From the Field? TCI will pay $100 for published articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person or they will not be considered for publication. Articles and photos must be received by the first day of the month for the following month's issue.
Time is money in the tree care business, and the time you save with Versalift puts money in the bank.

Fewer set-ups, more worktime are just two reasons the VERSALIFT VO-50 is the choice of tree care professionals from coast to coast. It's been field proven to be an effective, hardworking, and dependable tool.

The VO-50 gives you reach and movement others can't match, and it's done without troublesome cables or chains, meaning safer, low-maintenance operation.

To see a VO-50 on your work site, call or write today for more information and the name of your nearest VERSALIFT distributor.

VERSALIFT
The sensible alternative to spraying.

Mauget® micro-injection fits today's environmentally-conscious arborist. Capsules of premeasured and scientifically designed Mauget nutrients, insecticides and fungicides keep shade trees healthy and beautiful without spraying.

Mauget micro-injection is a closed system. No spraying, no drift. EPA registered and university proven materials are injected directly into the sap stream of the tree. Conductive vessels inside the tree transport products throughout the tree. There's no residue on non-target species and no waste.

Arborists in the Northeast, Southeast, Midwest, Southwest and Northwest report success after success on thousands of shade trees. Mauget micro-injection works time after time. It's performance proven every day — for more than 20 years.

Save trees and the environment. Inject Mauget.

J.J. Mauget Company
2810 N. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90065
1-800-TREES-RX
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